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Fire up the Disco ball and let's head back for one (more) night in Karazhan with Hearthstone's Gates Party! Tavern Brawl. We're going to have a wild and random time. Who knows who's going to crush the party? Let's break the basics. Party gates! Tavern Brawl 101 Name: Party Gates! Description: The Medivas put on a
special show, and you're the star! Call minions with various portals to create an excellent performance. Fun level: 8/10 Difficulty: 5/10 Replayability: 9/10 Format: Wild Type: PvP Deck: Rewards Provided: 1 Classic package There's nothing to choose from this week - just press the Brawl button and you're Medivh, whether
you own the skin or not. Your deck consists of several Portal cards, as well as some custom cards for Brawl. You can also get a custom minion on the board. While each has a different name and unique art, its effects are the same: They reduce the cost of your gateway cards by 1. The Gates have a variety of random
effects Here are all portal cards included as part of this brawl and what they do: Unstable Gate - Add a random minion to your hand. It costs (3) less. Maelstrom Gate - Deal 1 damage to all enemy minions. Call a random 1-Cost minion. Silvermoon Portal - Give a mini +2/+2. Call a random 2-Cost minion. Blacksmiths Gate
- Profit 4 Armor. Call a random 4-Cost minion. Moonglade Portal - Restore 6 Health. Call a random 6-Cost minion. Firelands Portal - Tackle 5 damage. Call a random 5-Cost minion. You also have access to custom party portals! This will invite one of the four custom minions for this Brawl: Mime - 5/6, Always Silence.
Party Elemental - 3/2, calls two copies of himself (assuming there is board space). Romulo - 3/4 with At the end of your series, restore 3 health to your hero. Red Riding Hood – 3/2 with derision. Deathrattle: Enemies cannot attack at this turn. How to win the party gates! Tavern Brawl Observer readers will no doubt notice
how often the word randomly has appeared in Brawl's description. While there are many random elements, there is a bit of strategy that will help you get these wins. You need to prioritize using your minions to clean the other player's minions. Face is the place after all, but only after you have control of the boat. There is
plenty of life gain from Ironforge Gates or Romulo. Don't hesitate to use your moonglade gate in a minion instead of your hero. When attacking your opponent's minions, try not to leave your minions with 1 health. Just ask for a Maelstrom portal to clean your administrative or for your opponent's hero power to complete it.
Red Riding Hood is more powerful than it looks. Once he dies, your opponent can't take any further action. It's one of the few ways to swing pace back if you're back. If the opposing player has Minions, kill the others first, and then kill their Little Red Riding Hood. As usual, perseverance pays off I'm not usually a fan of the
Brawls with this much randomness in them, but I've enjoyed my games this week. Despite all the randomness about the altercation, there are fun strategic decisions every turn as you try to make the best trades while also putting pressure on your opponent's face. The altercation is a good way to knock out quests like
cast 20 spells or play as Mage. Keep queuing and eventually, you need to get the package. Picture via Blizzard EntertainmentGrab a fancy outfit and get ready to rumble because this week's Hearthstone Tavern brawl is Party Portals.Since this party is hosted by Medivas, you and your opponent will be playing as the
greatest Mage of all time, Medivh. Your deck will consist of Gate cards from Hearthstone's past, such as Moonglade Gate, Firelands Gate and Maelstrom Gate. Most of these Portal cards have some kind of numerical effect that then calls a minion of equivalent cost. Firelands Portal, for example, causes five damages and
calls a random minion of five costs. Screengrab via Blizzard EntertainmentIn in addition to these regular Portal cards that you may already be familiar with, you will also have a special Portal card designed around this Brawl. This card is a two-mana spell called Party Portal that calls a random party-goer. An example of
the Party Goer we received from Party Portal was a 3/2 Red Riding Hood with Derision, as well as a Deathrattle that makes it so that enemies can't attack for a turn. In total, there are four minions that can be called from the Party Gate, which have a unique effect. To speed things up so you can get some high-cost Gates
out quickly, each player starts with a Mediva badge on the board. These badges don't have health and aren't targeted, but they make all the Gates cost you one less mana. The mediva coupon won't count as a minion. Your Mediva Token will be either Mark Moonwalker, Susie Sizzlesong, or Wanda Wonderhooves.This
Brawl debuted in August 2016, shortly after the one-night solo adventure in Karazhan. If you're a fan of board control based brawls and don't mind some wild RNG, Party Portal is definitely worth your time. Winning a win in Brawl will net you a classic card package. You can play Party Portal until it rotates on August 26.
The topic of this article is part of the game mode Tavern Brawl. The Medvas are doing a show, and you're the star! Call minions with various portals to create an excellent performance. Party gates! It's a tavern brawl. It debuted on August 31, 2016. Theme around a night in Karazhan, the Brawl serves as a kind of delayed
launch celebration for the adventure, debuting the day before the release of its final wing. All matches are played on the Karazhan battlefield. Karazhan. | source edit] Tavern Brawl Start End 64 August 31, 2016 September 5, 2016 81 December 28, 2016 January 2, 2017 271 August 19, 2020 August 26, 2020 In addition,
Party Gates! was one of nine Tavern Brawls featured as part of the 100th Brawl, A Cavalde of Brawls!. His engineers were used by the class of somas. Changes[editing | source editing] December 2016 (first iteration): Nerfed most of the minions called by Party Portal!. Romulo effect decreased in power, healing for 3
instead of 5. The taunt was removed from the Elemental party (including the party's born elements). Mime changed from a 3 mana 3/6 with the text of the Taunt card, to 5 mother 5/6 with the text Always silence. May 2017 (A Cavalcade of the Brawls!): Mediva is always Mark Moonwalker instead of being a random choice
of three. This has no game effect. Overview[editing | source editing] This brawl sees both players play as Medivh, with randomized bridges consisting entirely of various Portal cards. Each player also starts the game with a special permanent Karazhan-themed minion on their side on the battlefield (either Mark
Moonwalker, Susie Sizzlesong or Wanda Wonderhooves), reducing the cost of gates by 1. Recommended cards[editing | source editing] Gates[editing | editing source] Party details[editing | editing source] The following minions can be called randomly from the party portal! Card. Minions are called individually, however, if
an elemental party is called, it will in turn call the 2 x Elemental Party. Summoned Medivas servants[editing | source processing] At the beginning of Brawl, one of these cards is randomly added to each player's battlefield. Cards are permanent, which have no statistics, are not counted as minions for card text purposes
(such as Cyclopian Horror), and are immune. They can't be targeted with spells and aren't affected by any impact, but they take up board space, limiting players to 6 minions each. Decks[editing | source editing] Strategy[editing | source editing] The goal is to try to maintain control of the table at all times. Unstable gate
and party gate! are the main cards to keep in mulligan, since they allow for minions to be quickly called onto the field. It's better to be crowned with Party Portal! and get the Mime and Party Elemental Minions instead of the legendary Minions Romulo and Red Riding Hood, since they provide better statistics. Due to the
buff and therapeutic cards Silvermoon Portal and Moonglade Portal, having an early and inside Game board presence is necessary in order to allow better transactions and maintain the presence of the board. Maelstrom Portal and Firelands Portal are damage spells that should be saved for opportunistic boat-clear
opportunities and swing turns. Ironforge Portal allows the game to expand into a match-up control, thus enhancing the importance of board control. This gateway is usually the last type of gateway used during a mapping, mapping, Gate spells are arguably much more mana effective in statistics on the impact of the
board. Subpoena[editing | editing source] Since September 2016, after the introduction of all the cards from the one night adventure in Karazhan, some of the best minions to call in the field from gates to this particular Brawl Tavern include: Maelstrom Portal 1-mana minions: Zombie Chow, Flame Imp, Wounded Kvaldir,
among others. Silvermoon Portal 2-mana minions: Armored Minibot, Millhouse Manastorm, Apprentice Wizard, Cult Wizard, Mana Wyrm, among others. Ironforge Portal 4-mana minions: Flamewreathed Faceless, Hungry Dragon, Pit Lord, Twilight Summoner, Tomb Pillager, Pilot Slicer, Burly Rockjaw Trogg, Dunemaul
Shaman, Savage Fighter, Shadow Shift, and Water Elemental, among many others. Firelands Portal 5-Mana Minions: Venture Co. Mercenary, Doomguard, Earth Elemental, Fel Reaver, Ogre Ninja, Damaged Healbot, Feugen, Djinni of Zephyrs, Ethereal Peddler, Prince Malchezaar, Strangthorn Tiger, Pit Fighter, Usher
of Souls, Twilight Darkmender, and Princess Huhuan, among others. Moonglade Portal 6-mana minions: Gadgetzan Auctioneer, Trade Prince Galliwix, Savannah Highmane, Sylvanas Windrunner, Maexxna, Mech-Bear-Cat, Piloted Sky Golem, Mogor the Ogre, Sea Reaver, Dark Arankkoa, Boulderfist Ogre, Skeram
Cultist, Toshley, Archmage, and Cairne Bloodhoof, among others. In contrast, some of the worst minions to call onto the field from the gates for this Tavern Brawl include: Maelstrom Portal 1-mana minions: 1/1 minions who depend on their ability, Northshire Clergyman, among others. Silvermoon Portal 2-mana minions:
Doomsayer, Lorewalker Cho, Ancient Observer, among others. Ironforge Portal 4-mana minions: Eerie statue, Gate Subpoena, and Faceless Shamler, among others. Firelands Portal 5-mana minions: Bolvar Fordragon and Junkbot, among others. Moonglade Portal 6-mana minions: Damaged Clairvoyant and Lurker
Moat, among others. Dialog[editing | source editing] Each of the Medivas comes with a series of quotes, triggered by various game events, but mainly by calling some minions. The full list of quotes is provided by the strings of the game, but the list of corresponding triggers-in-quotes is currently a work in progress, and
can never be completed due to the range of possible minions called by Unstable Gate. It is also possible that triggers occur semi-randomly, having a slight chance of activation each time the activation condition is met. For example, when a Stealth minion is called, there may be a specific possibility for the Spooky dark
voiceover event! which will be activated if Mark Moonwalker is in the Mark Moonwalker[editing | editing source] Open observation And now ... Medvas! Insane Frostcaller, Frost Elemental, Water Elemental Frozen, Snowman! Stealth minion Spooky Darkness! Beast minions Das some beasts! Fire Elemental, Fireguard
Destroyer, Flame Totem! Flame! minion (Maexxna, Pit Snake) Das some poison ... 6-7 mother legendary minion (Dr Boom, Emperor Thaurissan, Sylvanas) Yessaah! Opponent deals 7+ damage with minion Oh no, bad times. Opponent activates a secret a trap! Call Pet Spell My Man Got Pets! Susie Sizzlesong[editing |
editing source] Open remark Hit you? Fire Elemental, Destroyer Fireguard, Flamethrower Totem Burn... Opponent deals 7+ damage with minion Watch out! In response to Wanda sneezing I bless you... Lights shiny! 1 mother beast (Stonetusk Boar, Webspinner, Young Dragonhawk) Fuzzy wuzzy. Awesome Wolf Alpha,
Timber Wolf O Tito! Poison minion (Maexxna, Pit Snake) No, no poison! Tundra Rhino Beast! Wanda Wonderhooves[editing | editing source] Open remark You called? Insane Frostcaller, Frost Elemental, Water Elemental Ooh, Cold! Ancient Shadow, Cyclopian Terror, Shifting Shadow, Spawn of Spooky Shadows! Fire
Elemental, Fireguard Destroyer, Flame Totem! 9+ minion mana (King Krush, Varian Rynn, Sea Giant) Cute-ish. Savannah, Tiger Acho Strangler! Ach! Bright shiny! Malchezaar's Imp, Blood Imp, Flame Imp I Love Imps. Opponent deals 7+ damage with minion Oh no I can not look. Opponent activates a secret Oh no, a
trap! Lore[editing | editing source] Main article: A night in Karazhan #Lore This brawl seems to take place at the party immediately after the conclusion of One Night in Karazhan. The three Medivas can be seen in the trailer for The Adventure, which serves as supporting singers for Medivh. Trivia [editing | editing source]
Red Riding Hood is the first time that a card has resulted in the prevention of enemy attacks, possibly the debut of a future mechanic for tactical game or bosses. This altercation comes from an earlier version of the One Night in Karazhan adventure, which saw the Medivas popping up at many boss meetings, offering
appropriately groovy dialogue in response to various events. However, this eventually proved too distracting, and the characters were removed entirely from the adventure, but later repackaged in Party Gates! Brawl, along with much of their previous dialogue. [1] Changes to the patch[editing | editing source] Patch
7.0.0.15590 (2016-11-29): Changes made to Romulo, Party Elemental, Party Elemental, and Mime: Romulo Activation Result Now Restores 3 Health, from 5. Both elements of the party no longer have the Derision. The Elemental Party gave birth to x 2 alongside the original minion no longer Comes with a party!. Mime
has bee changed from a 3 mana 3/6 to the of the Taunt card, in 5 mother 5/6 with the text Always silence. References[editing | source editing] ] ]
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